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Summary

NASA's high-speed rotorcraft (HSRC) studies have the

objective of investigating technology for vehicles that

have both low downwash velocities and forward flight

speed capability of up to 450 knots. This paper inves-

tigates a tiltrotor, a tiltwing, and a folding tiltrotor
designed for a civil transport mission. Baseline aircraft

models using current technology are developed for each

configuration using a vertical/short takeoff and landing
(V/STOL) aircraft design synthesis computer program to

generate converged vehicle designs. Sensitivity studies

and numerical optimization are used to illustrate each

configuration's key design tradeoffs and constraints.

Minimization of the gross takeoff weight is used as the

optimization objective function. Several advanced

technologies are chosen, and their relative impact on

future configurational development is discussed. Finally,

the impact of maximum cruise speed on vehicle figures of

merit (gross weight, productivity, and direct operating
cost) is analyzed.

The three most important conclusions from the study are:
(1) payload ratios for these aircraft will be commensurate

with current fixed-wing commuter aircraft, (2) future

tiltrotors and tiltwings will be significantly lighter, more

productive, and cheaper than competing folding tiltrotors,

and (3) the most promising technologies are an advanced-

technology proprotor for both the tiltrotor and the tiltwing

and advanced structural materials for the folding tiltrotor.

Nomenclature

CD

CL

CT

Cp

c/D

L/D

M

Mcruise

MDD

MH.75R

OEI

rpm

sfc

drag coefficient based on wing area

vehicle lift coefficient

rotor thrust coefficient

rotor power coefficient

wing chord-to-propeller diameter ratio

vehicle lift-to-drag ratio

Mach number

cruise Mach number

drag divergence Mach number

helical Mach number at 75% rotor radius

one engine inoperative

revolutions per minute

specific fuel consumption

rotor solidity

TAS true airspeed

t/c thickness-to-chord ratio

Yeng engine spanwise distance

1. Introduction

Figure 1 illustrates the historical trend of disk loading

versus cruise speed for vertical takeoff and landing

(VTOL) aircraft. The low disk loading aircraft, such as

helicopters and tiltrotors, have the advantage of efficient
hover and low downwash velocities but tend to have low

cruise speeds. The high disk loading aircraft, such as

tiltwings and ducted fans, have higher cruise speeds but

poor hover efficiency and higher downwash velocities.

The goal of NASA's high-speed rotorcraft (HSRC)

investigations is to develop technology for an aircraft that

combines low downwash characteristics with high cruise

speed. For the purposes of this study, a disk loading limit

of 21 lb/ft 2 was chosen to keep proprotor downwash

velocities low enough to allow ground personnel to
approach the aircraft from any direction without being

overturned (see ref. 24). A high, 450-knot cruise speed

was chosen to push the vehicles to the limits of past

propeller-powered aircraft.

To help guide its future research, NASA sponsored four

helicopter manufacturers (Bell, Boeing, McDonnell-

Douglas, and Sikorsky) to perform studies to both
determine the most effective vehicles to fulfill the HSRC

requirements and to provide recommendations of enabling

technoIogies necessary to develop these vehicles
(refs. 1-4). The consensus resulting from these studies is

that the most effective vehicles for attaining high-speed
cruise and a benign downwash environment are aircraft

that utilize tilting proprotors as their means of propulsion
(e.g., tiltrotors and tiltwings).

This paper compares three high-speed candidate vehicles:

a tiltrotor, a tiltwing, and a folding tiltrotor. The paper is

organized into eleven sections. Following this introduc-

tion, the three configurations and the proposed mission

are described. The third section explains how the design

synthesis code sizes the candidate configurations. Next,
the assumptions made for each of the current-technology

vehicles are provided. The fifth section discusses the

ground rules followed in the optimization process. Then,

the sixth section discusses the optimized current-

technology configuration results. The seventh section

identifies a number of proposed advanced technologies

and examines their respective effects on vehicle design

and gross weight. The results of combining the advanced-

technology assumptions and re-optimizing the three

vehicle configurations are presented in the eighth section.



Next,theeffectsofincreasingthediskloadinglimiton
vehiclegrossweightareinvestigated.Thetenthsection
addressestheimpactofcruisespeedontheoptimization
oftheadvancedvehicleswithrespecttothreefiguresof
merit:grossweight,productivity,anddirectoperating
cost.Finally,resultsandobservationsfromtheoverall
studyaresummarized.

2. Configurations and Mission

The three proprotor-driven aircraft configurations selected

for this study are shown in figure 2. All three vehicles use

their proprotors for lift during a vertical takeoff or land-

ing; they tilt their proprotors over to achieve wing-borne
flight. The manner in which each achieves conversion

from vertical to high-speed forward flight constitutes

the major difference between the three configurations.
Furthermore, these different conversion methods result in

distinct advantages and disadvantages to each of the three
aircraft.

The tiltrotor is a derivative of three prior lower speed,
lower disk loading tiltrotor aircraft: XV-3, XV-15, and

V-22. Conversion to forward flight is accomplished by

tilting its two wingtip-mounted proprotors from vertical,

through a 90 ° angle, to a forward-facing position for

cruise. This process results in a continuous change in the
share of lift borne by the rotor and the wing. Due to its

nontilting wing, the conversion behavior of tiltrotors

typically provides insensitive conversion characteristics,

but the vehicle's proprotor downwash generates a
significant download on the wing in hover.

The tiltwing being studied is an advanced derivative of

four earlier medium-speed, medium disk loading tiltwing
aircraft: VZ-2, X-18, XC-142, and CL-84. Unlike the

tiltrotor, a tiltwing rotates its wing together with the

proprotor during conversion from hover to forward flight.

This method of conversion eliminates the significant

download on the wings of tiltrotors, but new problems are
introduced, including more sensitive conversion charac-

teristics and the possibility of wing stall during steep
descents.

Yet to be flight-tested, the folding tiltrotor configuration

hovers and converts like the tiitrotor except that once fully

converted and full wing lift has been achieved in airplane-

mode flight, the proprotor is then stopped and indexed,

and the blades are folded back along the wingtip nacelles.

In order to enable the proprotor to be declutched from the

engine, thrust in this flight mode must be provided by a

separate thrusting device, such as a turbofan engine. By

stowing the proprotor, the folding tiltrotor avoids the high

drag and wing-proprotor instability of high-speed forward

flight faced by the tiltrotor and tiltwing, but the folding

tiltrotor encounters its own disadvantages. The biggest
disadvantages are: (1) the necessity of a convertible

engine, which is heavier and less fuel efficient than an

equivalent turboshaft engine, (2) the additional weight and

complexity of a blade-folding mechanism, and (3) the

additional drag caused by the stowed proprotor in high-
speed flight.

For the purposes of this paper, each of the three advanced

VTOL concepts were evaluated for a single civil transport

mission. The baseline mission required the aircraft to

carry 30 passengers (6000 lb) for a range of 600 n. mi.

Shown in figure 3, the civil transport mission is based on

a candidate mission used in the HSRC studies (refs. 1--4).
The baseline mission begins with a 1-minute hover and

takeoff at sea level on a hot day (standard day + 15°C).

The vehicle then converts to its cruise configuration along

a 6° ascending and accelerating flight path, still during the
assumed hot day. Next, a climb at maximum rate of climb

is performed until the specified cruise altitude is reached.
At the fixed altitude, the vehicle cruises at 450 knots TAS

until its 600-n. mi. range is completed (with range credit

for previous conversion and climb segments). Having
flown its 600-n.mi. range, the vehicle descends to low

altitude (with no fuel credit) and conversion-mode speed

and then performs a decelerating conversion along a
6° descending glide path. Finally, the vehicle hovers for

1 minute at sea level on a hot day, and then lands with
10% mission fuel reserve.

In addition to the basic mission profile, the following

assumptions were made: to accomplish an out-of-ground-
effect hover with one engine inoperative, the engines were

sized with a power rating 25% higher than the maximum

all-engines-operating takeoff rating; conversion follows a

6° ascending, 0.2-g accelerating glide slope; the 0.2-g

acceleration was a typical value from ongoing tiltwing
simulations (ref. 5); reconversion is limited to a 6°

descending, 0.04-g decelerating glide path. Moreover,

certain mission-related equipment weights were fixed:

1. Fixed equipment weight = 4000 lb

2. Avionics weight = 800 lb

3. Operating items (including crew, attendant, miscel-

laneous crew and passenger service items, engine oil, and

trapped fuel) = 775 lb.

3. Aircraft Synthesis

In order to size the three candidate rotorcraft as well as to

study the effects of various design parameters on them, a

multidisciplinary design synthesis computer program was

used. The sizing of all aircraft in this study was conducted
using the Ames version of VASCOMP lI (V/STOL



Aircraft Sizing and Performance Computer Program)

(ref. 6). The Ames version has been extensively modified

and updated for use in studying a widb-@ectrum of

V/STOL concepts.

More specifically, the current investigation of HSRC

vehicles has required the modification of the original

VASCOMP II for optimizing vehicles for high-speed

proprotor-borne flight. Significant changes to

VASCOMP 11 include the following: (1) the addition

of a numerical parameter optimizer around the original

design convergence methodology, (2) development

of a mission module to simulate tiltrotor and tiltwing

conversions and reconversions, (3) incorporation of a

wing-weight estimation method that includes aeroelastic

stiffness requirements and wing sweep, (4) inclusion of a

simple method to analyze proprotor performance in high-

speed axial flight, (5) modifications to allow for the use of

convertible engines in shaft or thrust mode during any

mission segment, (6) addition of an enhanced drag

divergence prediction method, and (7) development of a

simple method to predict wing-body and wing-nacelle

interference drag. These changes are discussed later in

this paper.

VASCOMP is structured as shown in figure 4. After a

brief overview of the VASCOMP aircraft-sizing process,

the method by which the design code models a vehicle's

aerodynamics, propulsion, weights, and mission per-
formance will be discussed. Finally, details of the

numerical optimizer used will be addressed.

3.1 Aircraft Sizing

VASCOMP requires a list of parameters that define the

geometry, aerodynamics, propulsion performance, and

weight trends for the vehicle in question. These inputs,
combined with a definition of the vehicle's mission and

an initial guess at the gross weight of the vehicle, are then

used by VASCOMP to determine the vehicle's detailed

geometry and weight breakdown. The weight available for

fuel is determined by subtracting the sum of the vehicle

component weights from the gross weight estimate.
VASCOMP then performs a mission simulation on the

now-defined vehicle. For each individual mission seg-

ment, the amount of fuel required for the vehicle to fly at

the prescribed conditions is calculated. The successive

segment fuel weights are summed to determine the weight

of fuel required for the total mission.

VASCOMP then compares the weight of the fuel avail-

able and the weight of the fuel required. If the former is

greater than the latter, the vehicle is oversized for the

given mission, so the gross weight estimate is decreased

and the sizing loop is repeated. However, if fuel available

is less than fuel required, the vehicle's mission requires

more fuel than available onboard, and thus the vehicle is

undersized. The gross weight estimate is increased, and

the sizing loop is repeated. The secant method is used to

rapidly match the fuel available to the fuel required to

within a specified tolerance. Detailed information,

including vehicle dimensions, engine power, drive system

torque, parasite drag breakdown, mission segment time

history, etc., are provided as output to the user.

3.2 Aerodynamics

Airframe aerodynamics are based on a component drag

buildup. The parasite drag of each vehicle component is
calculated from the combination of its wetted area, a skin

friction coefficient with Reynolds number correction, and

a profile drag factor that takes into account two- and

three-dimensional aerodynamic effects. Induced drag is

determined as a function of wing lift coefficient, wing

aspect ratio, and span (Oswald) efficiency factor, the latter

calculated according to the method in reference 7. Wing

compressibility drag effects are modeled first by deter-

mining the drag divergence Mach number (MDD) using

the method described in reference 8, and second, by calcu-

lating a ACD that is cubic with respect to the difference

between Mcruise and MDD.

Wing-fuselage and wing-nacelle interference drag are

estimated based on interference work reported in refer-

ences 9-11. Additional drag due to antennae, lights, flap
gaps, etc., is split into two categories: a fixed increase in

fiat-plate drag area and an incremental CD that is scaled

with wing area.

3.3 Propulsion

3.3.1 Proprotor performance estimation- Proprotor

performance estimation is based on a combination of an

empirically derived hover performance map with an

analytical cruise performance method. An experimentally

based input table of proprotor figure of merit vs. CT/t_ and

blade-tip Mach number define the proprotor hover perfor-

mance. The level of hover performance assumed was

based on V-22 test data (ref. 12) and high blade-tip Mach

number performance based on rotor experiments (ref. 13).

The analytical cruise performance method is detailed in
reference 14. This method defines Cp as the sum of

profile, induced, and parasite power. These calculated

powers are a relatively simple function of advance ratio,

CT, solidity, and average profile power coefficient.

Compressibility is modeled as a quartic function of the

difference between the helical tip Mach number at
3/4 rotor radius (MH.75R) and the rotor airfoil MDD-



3.3.2General engine sizing- Engines are sized for the
most critical of three conditions: hover, conversion, or

cruise. Engine and nacelle dimensions and weight were

modeled as linear functions of the square root of the

maximum engine power.

3.3.3 Tiltrotor/tiltwing engine sizing- The tiltrotor and
tiltwing designs require the use of a turboshaft engine. For

these configurations, the General Electric GLC38-TIM1

turboshaft engine, a derivative of the GE27 Modern

Technology Demonstrator Engine (MTDE), was used.

To generate the data required for VASCOMP to model

and scale the engine, tables of airflow, fuel flow, gas

generator speed, and power as a function of altitude,

Mach number, and power setting were generated using a
General Electric GLC38-TIM1 engine model. Using the

corrected-parameter method (refs. 15 and 16), these data

were reduced to a nondimensional form with the engine

performance parameters being functions of corrected

aircraft speed (Mach number) and corrected turbine inlet

temperature (power setting). The corresponding values of
corrected shaft power, corrected fuel flow, corrected

generator speed, and corrected airflow determined in this

manner are then used as the input engine data for
VASCOMP.

Also included in VASCOMP is the ability to specify

limits on engine fuel flow, turbine speed, gas generator

speed, and maximum torque. Values for these parameters

were also available from the engine model.

Because these configurations may require that their

proprotors operate at a lower rpm in cruise, engine off-
design performance needed to be modeled. This was done

using a quadratic dropoff in power at nonoptimum turbine

speeds.

3.3.4 Folding tiltrotor engine sizing- Since the folding
tiltrotor requires shaft power for hover and conversion and

fan thrust for cruise operation, a convertible engine is

required. A studyperformed for NASA Lewis Research
Center to define and compare convertible engine concepts

for high-speed rotorcraft (ref. 17) concluded that a con-

vertible engine using variable-inlet guide vanes (VIGV)

would be well suited to this type of vehicle. The VIGV

fan engine was judged to be the simplest of the concepts

examined, would be the least expensive to develop, and

offers good shaft/thrust power sharing while operating

between the shaft power and thrust modes.in addition,

previous demonstrations of this concept using a

TF-34 engine were performed at NASA Lewis during

the Convertible Engine Systems Technology (CEST)

test program.

The GE38/CE4 concept engine (ref. 18) was chosen as a

model for the powerplant of the folding tiltrotor. This

engine uses a mixed exhaust flow with partial variable-

inlet and -exit guide vanes and is based on a growth

version of the current-technology GLC38 core. The input

tables for this engine contained data similar to those for

the turboshaft engine with the addition of three tables that
contained the corrected thrust, thrust-mode-corrected fuel

flow, and thrust-mode-corrected gas generator speed as
functions of Mach number and corrected turbine inlet

temperature.

3.4 Weights

Component weights are determined from detailed

statistical weight equations. A technology factor scales the

calculated weight to specify a particular level of advanced

technology.

Wing weight deserves special attention. For proprotor-

driven flight, wing weight may be sized by whirl flutter or

a 2-g jump takeoff condition instead of bending moments
during cruise. To take this into account, VASCOMP's

wing-weight prediction methodology was modified to

determine the wing weight based on jump takeoff loads

and whirl flutter avoidance. The algorithm used was based

on a method developed to model tiltrotor wings (ref. 19).

The weight of additional wing span beyond that of the

proprotor hub, necessary for tiltwings, was calculated

using cruise bending moment criteria.

3.5 Mission Definition

VASCOMP models a given mission as a series of mission
segments that are analyzed within their discrete sub-

routines. Mission segment options include hover/takeoff/

landing, convert/reconvert, climb, descend, transfer of

altitude, loiter, and cruise. For each segment, inputs (e.g.,

ambient temperature, power setting, glide slope) specify

the particular maneuver conditions desired, and
VASCOMP calculates detailed information about the

steady-state maneuver (e.g., fuel required, CL, CD, thrust

and power required) at specified time, range, or velocity
steps.

3.6 Numerical Optimization

By itself, VASCOMP functions as a synthesis program

that converges on a vehicle's gross weight for a given set
of input parameters. However, in combination with a

numerical optimizer developed at Ames, VASCOMP can

be used to optimize a specified objective function with

respect to any number of input parameters and constraints.

The numerical optimization method is based on the

conjugate direction method of Fletcher and Reeves

(ref. 20). This method uses gradient information from



sequential searches to determine the direction to the

minimum of an approximate quadratic surface. The

golden-section method is used for the required one-
dimensional searches.

Constraints are handled with a modified exterior penalty

function. The exterior penalty function is shifted into the

design space by an amount set by the user. This allows the

optimizer to converge at an active constraint without

having excessive penalty-function curvature.

In the standard sequential unconstrained minimization, the

magnitude of the penalty function has to approach infinity
if a constraint is active. This makes the curvature of the

penalty function also infinite near the solution, and the

conjugate direction method can fail to find the correct
search direction.

By shifting the edge of the penalty function past the

desired boundary into the design space, the necessity for

the penalty function to approach infinity in the limit is

avoided. The penalty function then has less curvature,
which eases the job of the unconstrained numerical
method.

4. Assumptions

The goal of this study was to determine the overall effect

of the differences of the three concepts on their respective

gross weights.

To ensure a valid comparison, a common set of input

parameters that describe the sizing, aerodynamics, and

weight trends for the various components that make up

the vehicle model (e.g., fuselage, wing, proprotor) was

specified. These parameters were based on performance

of typical turboprop transport and Bell/Boeing's

CTR-22C tiltrotor, a civil derivative of the V-22 designed

for 39 passengers and a 600-n. mi. mission (ref. 21).

The assumptions made in generating a baseline model will
be discussed for each major component of the tiltrotor

concept. In turn, each component will be examined to find

out how its general sizing, performance (aerodynamic or

propulsive), and weight trends were determined. Then the

assumed differences for the tiltwing and folding tiltrotor

models will be specified.

4.1 Tiltrotor

4.1.1 Fuselage-- The fuselage is pressurized and designed

to carry 30 economy-class passengers, three abreast, with

one flight attendant and a cockpit crew of two. These

specifications generate the fuselage length, width, and
wetted area as calculated in VASCOMP. Additional

parasite drag due to landing-gear fairings was based on

C-141A aerodynamic performance (ref. 22). The

structural weight of the fuselage was estimated using

VASCOMP's internal weight-trend equation with an
assumed maximum structural design equivalent airspeed
of 400 knots.

4.1.2 Wing- The tiltrotor's graphite-epoxy wing is

modeled after the wing design of the CTR-22C. Like the

tiltrotor wings designed before it, the cantilevered wing is

untapered. Wing span is determined by proprotor-fuselage

clearance and proprotor size. The values of wing loading,

sweep, and t/c were design parameters for optimization. A

high-wing configuration was chosen for nacelle-ground
clearance.

Wing aerodynamics is one of the most important

performance parameters in this study. Since this study
pt_shes the high-speed envelope of proprotor aircraft,

special attention must be paid to how the high-speed

aerodynamics are modeled. This study assumes typical

supercritical airfoil performance--an increase of

0.05 MDD over conventional airfoils. Conventional

airfoil MDD performance is modeled by the method in
reference 8.

For low-speed flight, the baseline tiltrotor utilizes full-

span, 0.25-chord, single-slotted flaps and flaperons

similar to those of the V-22. The baseline airfoil and flap

low-speed aerodynamic characteristics are based on those

of the V-22 (ref. 12). Additional drag of flap slat, aileron

gaps, and wing fasteners was taken into account by adding

a ACD of 0.0005.

Extra wing weight to prevent whirl flutter instability was

based on required wing torsional, beam, and chord natural

frequency ratios. A detailed discussion of the natural

frequency ratios can be found in reference 23. From this

reference, the "high-speed criterion" of 0.53, 1.04, and

1.23 for the respectively beam, chord, and torsional

natural frequency ratio stiffness requirements was used in

aeroelastically tailoring the tiltrotor wing for 400 knots.

For speeds below and above 400 knots, these values were

adjusted by a factor developed at Ames.

4.1.3 Proprotor, hub, and drive system- The general

proprotor design is based on the V-22/CTR-22C rotor.

One major difference is the lower design CT/ff of 0.125

(V-22 CT/C = 0.134), chosen in reference 23 for the

400-knot tiltrotor. This results in a heavier proprotor

weight, but allows for better maneuvering in low-speed

flight.

Proprotor size was determined by disk loading and vehicle

gross weight. A preliminary disk loading was chosen to be
21 lb/ft 2. Since excessive downwash velocities may be a

hazard in various operational or environmental situations,

one objective of NASA's HSRC studies was to define

5



whereapracticaldiskloadinglimitwouldbe.Intheir
finalreports,thefourcontractorscameupwithvarious
downwashlimitsofbetween15and50lb/ft2(refs.1-4).
The21-1b/ft2diskloadinglimitchosenaboveisa
personnel-overturningmomentlimitforaside-by-side
rotorconfigurationat0° radius (ref. 24). Sufficient

proprotor clearance from the fuselage was obtained by a
9-inch clearance for each proprotor.

Blade number was increased from the three-bladed

configuration of the XV-15 and V-22 to a four-bladed

configuration. Holding proprotor solidity constant, the

addition of an extra blade increases hub weight and its

associated proprotor controls but provides a potential

reduction in the vehicle's sound pressure level (refs. 21
and 24).

Hover and cruise tip speeds were design parameters for

optimization. Proprotor tip speed during climb was chosen

as halfway between the determined hover and cruise tip
speeds.

Aerodynamic performance of low disk loading proprotors
is a very critical parameter in the cruise and hover

performance of tiltrotor aircraft. High-speed proprotor
performance is dependent on cruise speed, CT, and

compressibility drag characteristics. For the current-

technology proprotor, typical cruise efficiencies of

roughly 0.7 were assumed. These are similar to current-

technology proprotor cruise efficiencies predicted by the

four helicopter manufacturers in the High-Speed
Rotorcraft Study (ref. 25).

Finally, the proprotor, hub, and drive system weights were

estimated using statistical weight trends detailed in
HESCOMP (ref. 26).

4.1.4 Empennage-- Like the CTR-22C, the tiltrotor

empennage is a conventional vertical and horizontal tail

arrangement. In the pitch axis, the two major contributors

of moment are the fuselage and wing. Since the fuselage

size was fixed but the wing size was variable, horizontal

tail area was determined by choosing an area halfway
between fixed area and fixed horizontal tail volume. Since

the largest generator of yaw moment, the fuselage, was
fixed in size for the study, vertical tail area was fixed at

82 ft 2. Fixed area for both tail surfaces was determined by

scaling down the CTR-22C tails to account for the smaller

fuselage in this study. Downscaling was done using the
tail volume correlations in reference 27. Horizontal tail

t/c and aspect ratios were fixed at 0.12 and 4.0. Vertical

tail t/c and aspect ratios were fixed at 0.12 and 2.0.

VASCOMP weight-regression equations were used to

predict the tail weights.

4.1.5 Flight controls-- Flight control weights are

determined through the statistical weight-regression
equations developed in VASCOMP.

4.1.6 Miscellaneous- Drag due to antennae, air
conditioning, anti-icing, and other miscellaneous items
was taken to be 0.6 ft 2.

4.2 Tiltwing

Much of the analytical methodology and technical

assumptions of the tiltrotor are the same for the tiltwing.
This section will describe only the differences between

the tiltwing and tiltrotor models.

4.2.1 Reconversion- In contrast with tiltrotors, tiltwings

are limited during reconversion by wing stall. Avoiding

wing stall establishes a lower bound on the ratio of wing

chord to propeller diameter, as will be explained. The
implication for a tiltwing with a disk loading limited to

21 lb/ft 2 is that either the wing area or the wing aspect

ratio will be excessive. If the wing area is excessive, the

tiltwing will have poor L/D in high-speed cruise (ref. 28).

If the aspect ratio is excessive, the wing weight to prevent

whirl flutter at high speed will be very high.

Historically, the chord-to-diameter ratio of tiltwing

aircraft was limited to about 0.4 to prevent wing stall.
For this study, instead of using chord-to-diameter limits

directly, the wing-propeller aerodynamics are modeled

and the chord-to-diameter ratio is varied to prevent stall
during a required reconversion. This allows the effects of

auxiliary drag devices and improved wing devices on

wing stall to be examined more directly. The connection
between wing-propeller aerodynamics and chord-to-
diameter ratio is described below.

When the wing angle relative to the flight path is greater

than stall angle of attack, stall is delayed in the portion of

the wing immersed in the propeller wake. At sufficiently
high thrust settings, the propeller turns the flow so that the

local angle of attack at the wing is less than the stall angle

of attack. However, if the required trim thrust is too low,
the propeller-induced angle at the wing will be low and

the wing will stall.

During reconversion involving decelerating and

descending flight, the reduced proprotor thrust results

in an increase of the local angle of attack. Additional

parasite drag increases the required thrust and therefore

reduces the local angle of attack during reconversion.

Deploying efficient flaps further decreases the local angle

of attack for two reasons. The first reason is that turning

of the prop wake by the wing flaps destroys propwash

momentum in the flight-path direction, creating

momentum drag very much like the induced drag



ofalow-aspect-ratiowing.Thismomentumdragmustbe
compensatedforbyincreasedpropellerthrust.Thesecond
reasonisthattheincreasedlift actingatthewingreduces
therequiredlift componentatthepropeller.Thepropeller
andwingcanthenbeoperatedatalowerincidencetothe
flightpathforagivenspeed;thisreducesthelocalangle
ofattackatthewingdirectly.

Efficientturningofthepropwakebythewingrequires
thatthewingchordwithflapsdeployedbecomparablein
sizetothepropellerdiameter.If thewingchordistoo
smallrelativetothepropeller,thenthepropwakelargely
escapestheinfluenceofthewing,andthebeneficial
momentumdragisnotcreated.Thethrustmustthenbe
reducedtokeeptheaircraftfromacceleratingalongthe
flightpath.Unfortunately,thereductioninthrustmay
causewingstall.

It followsthatauxiliarydragdevices,moreeffectiveflaps,
andwingleading-edgedevicesthatdelaystalltogreater
anglesofattackwillallowthechord-to-diameterratioto
bedecreased.Withthisinmind,thefollowingassump-
tionsaremadeforthecurrent-technologytiltwing.First,
thewingusesdouble-slottedflapswithanincreasein
maximumlift overthebasicairfoilashighas2.0(it isa
functionofthickness).Second,thestallangleofattackof
theportionofwinginthepropwake(includingthree-
dimensionaleffects)is22°.Finally,theaircrafthasan
auxiliarydragdevicethatcreatesparasitedragequivalent
to 10%ofthewingarea.Thiscorrespondstoanincrease
indragcoefficientof0.1.

Toavoidtheaddedcomplexity,weight,anddragofatail
rotorforpitchcontrolinhover/conversionflight,ageared
flap-controlsystem(ref.29)wasused.Thiscontrol
systemisassumedtoprovideadequatehover/conversion
pitchcontrolforanegligibleincreaseinweightwithout
theuseofasupplementalpitch-controldevice.

4.2.2 Geometry- The wing span is determined by a

combination of sufficient proprotor tip clearance,

proprotor size, and wing extension beyond the proprotor

hub. The wing extension is needed to turn the prop wake

outboard of the proprotor hub for reasons explained in

section 4.2.1. Since the proprotor wake contracts very

rapidly and is nearly fully contracted by the time it
reaches the wing, the wing does not need to extend all the

way out to the proprotor tip. For this study, the wing tip
distance from the center of the proprotor is fixed at 70.7%

of the proprotor radius (the dimension of the fully
contracted wake).

Tiltwings have a structural advantage over tiltrotors with

regard to jump takeoff. The spar depth for jump-takeoff
bending loads is determined largely by the wing chord,

not the thickness of the wing. It is therefore not obvious

whether the engines should be coincident with the prop-

rotor. For this study, the engine position was allowed to

vary with no drag penalty to examine the effect of engine
position on bending relief.

4.2.3 Weights-- For tiltwings, the proprotor and drive

weights are computed using VASCOMP weight trends
instead of the HESCOMP weight trends used for the

tiltrotor. The VASCOMP weight trends are based on

many propeller-driven VTOL aircraft, including previous

tiltwing research aircraft. The HESCOMP weight trends
are based strictly on rotors.

At the relatively low disk loading and medium vehicle

size of this study, the tiltwing propeller diameters are 30 ft

and larger. The largest propeller built to date is approxi-

mately 20 ft in diameter. It is unlikely that the proposed

30-ft-diameter propellers can be made stiff enough not to

flap excessively through a tiltwing conversion. Therefore,

the large tiltwing propellers may end up being stiff-in-

plane hingeless or beafingless rotors with a consequent

weight increase over conventional propellers. The

VASCOMP weight trends are appropriate for estimating

the weight of large proprotors since they are based on

both rotors and propellers.

The tiltwing drive weight is estimated using the

VASCOMP weight trends, not the HESCOMP weight

trends. The justification is the same as for the proprotors.
The VASCOMP data base includes many VTOL research

aircraft as well as helicopters.

The tiltwing wing weight is penalized according to the

VASCOMP guidelines for a double-slotted flap with track

and simple hinge. This amounts to a 25% increase in

weight over that of a wing with a simple flap.

4.3 Folding Tiltrotor

The folding tiltrotor uses analytical methodology and

technology assumptions similar to those previously
described for the tiltrotor. This section addresses the

changes that were required to enable the folding tiltrotor

model to properly reflect the design-specific charac-
teristics of this configuration. A description of the

convertible engine modeling was discussed earlier in this

paper. The changes that were required are as follows.

4.3.1 Wing- The wing weight equations used to size the
wing in VASCOMP include aeroelastic terms to avoid

whirl flutter, as previously mentioned. To alleviate this

phenomenon, a much stiffer wing structure is required,

which would result in a higher overall wing weight.

Because the folding tiltrotor does not utilize its proprotors

for high-speed flight, the wing stiffness required to avoid
whirl flutter is greatly reduced. This allows the values for



the torsional, beam, and chord natural frequency ratios for

the wing structure to be relaxed, thereby producing a
lighter wing. The values used to determine the aeroelastic

effects were based on methods developed in reference 23

and correspond to a proprotors-on dive velocity of
320 knots.

4.3.2 Proprotor system- In order to model the folding
tiltrotor, adjustments were made to account for the

additional weight and drag associated with the blade

folding. This includes a 50% weight penalty on the total

proprotor system weight for the blade-folding and
-stowing mechanism.

In addition to the weight penalty, drag for the stowed

blades during cruise must be taken into account. During
the jet-thrust mode, the blades are indexed, folded, and

stowed against the nacelles, producing a drag penalty
for their protrusion into the airstream. During the large-

scale wind-tunnel testing of a folding tiltrotor by Bell

Helicopter (ref. 30), this protrusion resulted in an

incremental CD of 0.003 based on wing semispan. Based

on these data, VASCOMP was modified to include a drag
term that scaled with proprotor disk area to account for

this additional drag.

5. Optimization

5.1 Design Parameters

For each vehicle, a number of important performance-
related design parameters were identified based on the

assumptions and modeling described in section 4. The

parameters examined are listed as follows:

_ Iat_w.ing IE_q!.a_kn.g

Proprotor

Disk loading X X X
Hover tip speed X X X

Cruise tip speed X X

Wing

Wing loading X X

Wing c/D X

Wing t/c X X X

Wing sweep X X

Engine

Engine, spanwise X

position

Mission

Cruise altitude X X X

These parameters were selected because of their large
effects on vehicle drag, fuel efficiency, and ultimately the

aircraft weight, the key objective function of the sizing
optimization.

Inspection of the above matrix of design parameter

choices reveals three major differences that need to be

explained. First, the wing loading and wing chord-to-

propeller diameter (c/D) are two equivalent parameters

that size the wing area. Both the tiltrotor and folding
tiltrotor use the more conventional parameter of wing

loading, while the tiltwing uses c/D as a design variable

because of its more direct effect on wing stall during

reconversion. Second, the tiltwing was not permitted to

sweep its wing because of proprotor and ground clearance

problems. Finally, engine spanwise position was chosen

as a design variable for only the tiltwing. Since the

tiltwing has a structural advantage over the tiltrotors with

regard to jump-takeoff requirements, fixed-wing cruise

design criteria were predicted to size its wing. If this is the
case, allowing the engine to vary its spanwise position

might reveal an optimum spanwise location for maximum

bending relief and minimum wing weight. For this study,

the tiltwing engine position was allowed to vary with no

drag penalty to examine the effect of engine position on
bending relief.

5.2 Constraints

In the optimization process, constraints must be imposed
to keep the vehicle out of unrealistic regions in the design

space. For this study, optimization constraints for all
concepts included (1) a disk loading limit of 21 lb/ft 2

(as suggested from reference 24) to avoid excessive

downwash 360 ° around the vehicle, (2) a hover tip speed

limit of 750 ft/sec to avoid excessive noise, and (3) all of

the mission fuel must fit in the wing of the aircraft. One

additional concept-specific constraint was the requirement

that the selected wing configurations not be subject to

wing stall during reconversion for the tiltwing.

5.3 Convergence

The effect of each design parameter, individually and in

conjunction with other parameters, on the vehicle's gross

weight was then studied. For each design parameter,

either an optimum value was found or a practical limit

was reached. The optimum vehicle design parameters

were determined to a tolerance of +_5% of the optimum

value. Finally, the result of the design parameter study
was the definition of an optimized vehicle of minimum

gross weight. This final, optimized vehicle design was

termed the current-technology baseline. A detailed
discussion of each baseline vehicle follows.



6. Current-Technology Results

The results of the optimized current-technology version
of each of the 'configurations are detailed in tables 1-4.

Table 1 compares the optimum gross weight and design

variable choices. Table 2 exhibits general vehicle geo-

metric parameters and performance measures. Table 3

shows a detailed weight breakdown for each vehicle, and

table 4 provides the detailed parasite drag breakdown for

each of the vehicle types. Comparison of these optimized
vehicles follows.

6.1 Design Tradeoffs

The final optimum design variables can be found in
table 1. Detailed discussion of the tradeoffs that result in

these variable choices was avoided in order to concentrate

on the advanced-technology results discussed later in this
paper. For the most part, the tradeoffs described in the all-

advanced-technology section apply for these vehicles as
well.

6.2 Geometry

The most significant geometric differences between the

three current-technology vehicles are found in the prop-

rotor, wing, and engine nacelle sizes found in table 2. In

order of largest to smallest proprotors are the folding

tiltrotor, the tiltwing, and the tiltrotor. Proprotor size was

determined by the disk loading and vehicle gross weight.

The proprotor of the folding tiitrotor is the largest because
of its low (13 lb/ft 2) disk loading, chosen to allow a

matching of the hover and cruise engine power. The

folding tiltrotor's convertible engine can be hover/cruise

matched because of the uncoupling of the proprotor with

cruise flight. The demanding 450-knot cruise enforced

high required cruise powers on tiltrotors and tiltwings

because of their inefficient current-technology proprotors.

The tiltwing has the second largest proprotor, a result of a
combination of the 21-1b/ft 2 disk loading limit and its

large wing and very heavy weight. Finally, the tiltrotor
has the smallest proprotor--the result of its high, 21-1b/fi 2

(design limit) disk loading and low aircraft gross weight.

The wing sizes on the three vehicles are significantly
w 2different. The tiltwing requires a ing of 1272 ft , more

than double the size of the folding tiltrotor and four times

the size of the tiltrotor wing. The tiltwing needs such a

large wing to avoid reconversion stall. This large wing is

necessary because of the low disk loading limit required

by the mission under study. Historically, tiltwings such as

the XC-142 did not run into this problem because of their

higher disk loadings.

The folding tiltrotor has the second largest wing because

of its need to keep its large proprotors clear of the

fuselage after conversion. Finally, the tiltrotor has the

smallest optimum wing area due to its small proprotors.

The engine nacelle sizes vary from the 7.0-ft mean

diameter for the tiltwing to the small, 5.3-ft-mean-

diameter folding tiltrotor nacelle with the tiltrotor having

a mid-sized engine nacelle size of 5.8 ft diameter. The
tiltwing nacelle is large due to the high engine power

required to propel the large wing in cruise. The folding
tiltrotor nacelle is the smallest due to the low hover/

cruise-matched engine power required.

6.3 Weights

As shown in table 1, the three vehicles have vastly

differing gross weights. The heaviest is the tiltwing,

weighing 65,367 lb. Next heaviest is the folding tiltrotor

with a gross weight of 48,414 lb. The lightest vehicle is
the 43,441-Ib tiltrotor. The dominant factor in the tiltwing

weight is its large wing, discussed above. The gross

weight of the folding tiltrotor is higher than that of the

tiltrotor due to its heavy convertible engine, its large

proprotors with heavy blade-folding mechanisms, and its

significantly larger wing.

6.4 Drag

The parasite drag breakdown in table 4 shows that the

vehicle with the largest fiat-plate drag area is by far the

tiltwing, followed by the folding tiltrotor and the tiltrotor.

The primary reason for the high drag of the tiltwing is,

again, its very large wing. The folding tiltrotor has

significantly more flat-plate drag area than the tiltrotor

due mostly to its folded-blade drag and large wing area.

7. Advanced Technologies

The assessment of future VTOL designs is based on many

ongoing research efforts that promise to enhance various

applicable technologies. Many of these advanced

technologies will impact the viability of a high-speed

rotorcraft. At the conceptual design level, it is important

to identify those technologies that will have the greatest

impact on future vehicles in order to help guide the focus

of the research effort. For each of the high-speed rotor-

craft under study, the technology advancements found in

table 5 were assumed and the impact of each on the

current-technology design was assessed.

The assessment was made by re-optimizing the current-

technology vehicle with the projected technology
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improvement. During these optimizations, the initial
constraints remained in effect.

First, the basis behind the specific advanced-technology
projections will be discussed, and then the effects of each

of these technologies on the vehicle gross weights and
design variables will be examined.

7.1 Technology Projections

7,1.1 Advanced proprotor aerodynamics- The first

technology examined was an advanced-technology

proprotor. If a V-22-style rotor is used at the high speed
of 450 knots, VASCOMP studies predict vehicle cruise

efficiencies of roughly 0.5. This level of performance is

not adequate for development of an efficient tiltrotor or

tiltwing. In their high-speed rotorcraft reports, Boeing,

McDonnell-Douglas, and Sikorsky have predicted

"current technology" proprotor cruise efficiencies of

0.71, 0.75, and 0.79, respectively (ref. 25). The current-

technology proprotor used on the tiltrotor and tiltwing was
tailored to achieve cruise efficiencies of around 0.70 for

the low, optimized altitudes of the current-technology
tiltrotor.

Since the optimized current-technology tiltrotor and

tiltwing operate with their proprotors heavily into com-

pressibility, there is an opportunity to improve perfor-

mance with an advanced-technology proprotor. For

example, MDD for the tiltrotor proprotor airfoil at 75%
radius equals 0.68, while Mcruise (this is not even a

helical tip Mach number!) equals 0.72. This study's

projection for a next-generation high-speed proprotor is
an increase in proprotor airfoil MDD of 0.07. This could

be achieved through some method of thinning and/or

sweeping the proprotor blades.

7.1.2 Advanced wing and airframe aerodynamics-

The application of advanced leading- and trailing-edge
devices that will delay wing stall should have a positive

effect on the tiltwing. The higher lift provided by this

technology allows the tiltwing to utilize smaller wings
during reconversion and therefore reduce the gross

weight. The technology baseline assumed was a maxi-

mum lift coefficient of 3.5 and a stall angle of attack of

22 ° which reflects typical double-slotted flap perfor-

mance. The advanced-technology goal used for this study
is an improvement of 0.5 in maximum lift coefficient and

an increase of 5 ° in stall angle of attack. The maximum-

lift-coefficient goal of 4.0 represents an evolutionary

improvement in passive maximum-lift system perfor-

mance. This level could be easily attained by a powered-

lift scheme, but this would also entail weight and engine

air-bleed penalties not considered in this study.

Wing drag divergence is another area that would benefit

from advanced technology, specifically the use of
advanced, supercritical airfoils. A projected increase in

wing MDD of 0.05 above typical supercritical airfoil

performance (as defined by ref. 8) was used for this study.

One advanced airframe technology examined was a

projected reduction of 10% in the vehicle parasite drag.

Current-technology rotorcraft from this study exhibit

typical turboprop transport aerodynamic efficiencies
(mean sEn-friction drag coefficients = 0.041-0.043).

Lacking a stated research goal in this area, we chose a

10% reduction in the vehicle parasite drag as a reasonable
advance to be pursued.

7.1.3 Advanced propulsion technology- A more fuel-

efficient engine would also improve the capabilities of

advanced VTOL aircraft. This study used the goal of a
20% reduction in turboshaft engine specific fuel

consumption from that found for the baseline GLC38-

T1M1 engine. This 20% reduction is based on the stated

goal of Phase 1 of the joint DOD- and NASA-sponsored

Integrated High-PerforTnance Turbine Engine Technology

(IHF_T) program.

IHPTET did not have a fuel-efficiency goal for a

convertible engine, so advanced-technology predictions

from the engine manufacturer had to be used. Using data
from reference 31, a cruise fuel flow reduction of 10%

from the baseline GE38/CE4 convertible engine fuel flow

was anticipated to be possible.

Another goal of the IHPTET engine technology develop-
ment program is an increase in the ratio of turboshaft

engine power to weight by 40%. Thus, another advanced

technology investigated was a 40% increase in turboshaft

engine power to weight over that of the baseline GLC38-

T1M1 engine.

Again, future convertible engine power advances were not

specified by IHFrET, so the engine manufacturers had to
be consulted. Reference 31 estimates that the convertible

engine power-to-weight and engine thrust-to-weight ratios

could both be increased by 17%. Accordingly, this
increas e in engine power to weight was studied as another

advanced technology.

7.1.4 Advanced structures/materials technology-

Through careful use of upcoming composite technology,
the Army's Advanced Composite Airframe Program

(ACAP) for rotorcraft has stated as its goal the reduction

of aircraft structural weight from a baseline all-aluminum

structure by roughly 20%. This study investigated the

effects of a similar 20% reduction in structural weight

over that of early-1970s metal structure design.
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Another advanced technology considered was a reduction

in drive system weight of 20% over that of 1970s metal

construction techniques. This is close'to the stated 25%

goal of the Army's Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission

(ART) program. Since the drive system weight is the

largest single component weight in the current-technology
tiltrotor and tiltwing, significant weight reduction would

be expected from the assumption of lighter transmission
weights.

7.2 Tiltrotor Results

For the tiltrotor, the impact of the above advanced

technologies, both independently and in combination, was

examined. For each investigation, the technology was

applied to the current-technology baseline and the vehicle

was re-optimized. The optimized gross weight was plotted

for each technology in figure 5.

The most promising advanced technology for the tiltrotor

is the advanced-technology proprotor, which reduces
vehicle gross weight by 12%. The use of this advanced

proprotor increases the propeller cruise efficiency from

0.68 to 0.76. The most significant changes in the optimum

vehicle design parameters are an increase in cruise tip
speed from 410 ft/sec to 488 ft/sec and an increase in

cruise altitude from 16,800 ft to 22,500 ft. Both param-

eters increase to take advantage of the higher Mach

numbers tolerated by the proprotor without degrading
propulsive efficiency. The higher cruise tip speed lessens

the drive system weight and the effect of the engine power
reduction associated with a significant difference in the

hover and cruise tip speeds. The higher altitude lessens

the cruise drag through lower dynamic pressure.

In order of decreasing advantage, the rest of the advanced

technologies are reduced structural weight, lower specific
fuel consumption, lighter drive system weight, increased

engine power to weight, and reduced parasite drag.
Predicted vehicle gross weight savings from these

technology advances ranged from 8% to 4%. These

weight savings were the result of direct component or

required fuel weight reductions and the impact of

cascading weight reduction. In all cases except for the

increased engine power to weight, the optimum vehicle

design parameters did not change significantly from the

current-technology baseline. These optimum design

parameters had the following values: disk loading and
hover tip speed limited to 21 Ib/ft 2 and 750 ft/sec,

respectively, cruise tip speeds about 410 ft/sec, wing

thickness ratios about 17%, wing loadings around

140 Ib/ft 2, no wing sweep, and cruise altitudes about
17,000 ft.

Increasing the turboshaft engine power to weight by 40%

resulted in a change of the optimum cruise altitude from

16,800 ft to 181_00 ft. In this case, the higher engine

performance allows the more efficient, higher-altitude
cruise.

Finally, two technologies that do not show up on figure 5

are the application of advanced leading- and trailing-edge

devices and the increase in wing drag divergence. Neither

of these technologies significantly changed the gross

weight or vehicle design of the current-technology

tiltrotor. In the case of the leading- and trailing-edge

devices, since this technology improvement only affects

the conversion segment of the tiltrotor--which does not

size any major vehicle component--it was not expected to

affect the tiltrotor. In the case of the wing drag divergence

increase, because the current-technology tiltrotor wing

operates at a Mach number less than MDD, no significant
benefit accrued.

The cumulative effect of all the above technologies was a

reduction in the gross weight of 32%. The results of this

optimization will be termed the all-advanced-technology

tiltrotor; details of the vehicle configuration will be
discussed in section 8. I. 1.

7.3 Tiltwing Results

The advanced technologies discussed previously were

also applied separately and jointly to the tiltwing. In each

case the tiltwing was re-optimized. The optimized gross
weights are presented in figure 6. The effect of these

technologies will now be discussed, as was done

previously for the tiltrotor.

As in the case of the tiltrotor, the most significant

advanced technology for tiltwings is the advanced-

technology proprotor. The improved proprotor reduces

the tiltwing gross weight by 33%. The cruise propeller
efficiency for the minimum-gross-weight vehicle
increases from 0.63 to 0.75.

The improved propeller efficiency drives the cruise tip

speed and cruise altitude higher, the wing thickness lower.

The increased tip speed improves cruise fuel consumption
and reduces drive weight. The higher cruise altitude

results in a dramatic improvement in I.JD, mainly by

allowing operation closer to L/Dma x. The IdD increase

results in lower fuel weight required. Also, as cruise

altitude increases, the wing thickness ratio must decrease

to avoid wing drag divergence.

The second most significant technology for tiltwings is

the advanced wing leading- and trailing-edge devices. The
improved wing reduces the gross weight by 19%. The
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wingchord/propellerdiameter(c/D)decreasesfrom0.335
forthebaselineto0.235fortheoptimizedtiltwing.

Thereducedc/Ddecreasesthewingchordwithout
changingthespanmuch.Thisresultsinreducedwingarea
andincreasedaspectratio.Thesetwochangesincreasethe
cruiseL/D,whichresultsinlessdragandsmallerengines.

Theoptimumwingaspectratioismuchgreater(8.27as
opposedto5.72forthebaseline).Thewingweightisnot
excessive,however,becausethereductioninwingarea
meanshigherwingloading,whichinturnreducesthegust
loadfactorcontributiontothewingweight.

Asshownin figure6,theothertechnologies,inorderof
decreasingimpactongrossweight,areasfollows:
structuralweightreduction,driveweightreduction,
reducedsfc,increasedpowertoweight,parasitedrag,
andincreaseddragdivergenceMachnumber.Thesetech-
nologiesprovidereductionsingrossweightfrom14%
downto8%,withtheexceptionoftheincreaseddrag
divergenceMachnumberdiscussedbelow.Theoptimum
designvariablesfortheaboveoptimizationsareallvery
similar,withdiskloadingandhovertipspeedlimitedto
21lb/ft2and750ft/secrespectively,cruisetipspeeds
about410ft/sec,wingthicknessratiosabout14%,
chord-to-diameterratiosabout!/3,cruisealtitudesabout
27,000ft,andoptimumenginepositionsnearthewingtip.

Thereasonsfortheweightreductionsforthese
technologyenhancementscanbemoredirectlytracedto
thetechnologychangethantotheimprovedproprotoror
thewinglift anddragimprovements.Thestructural
weight,driveweight,andincreasedpower-to-weight
ratiosaredirectweightreductions.Thereducedspecific
fuelconsumptionreducestheweightoffuelrequired.The
parasitedragreductionreducesbothfuelweightand
enginesizeandweight.Allweightreductionshavea
cascadeeffectonthegrossweightofthevehicle.

IncreaseddragdivergenceMachnumberproducedno
reductioningrossweight.Thisisbecausetheeffectof
wingprofileandinterferencedragkeepsthewing
thickness-to-chordratiolowenoughthattheminimum-
gross-weightcurrent-technologyvehiclecruiseswell
belowitswingdragdivergence.

Thecumulativeeffectofalltheabovetechnologieswasa
reductioninthegrossweightof54%.Theresultsofthis
optimizationwillbetermedtheall-advanced-technology
tiltwinganddiscussedinsection8.1.2.

7.4 Folding Tiltrotor Results

For the folding tiitrotor, the effects of eight advanced

technologies and their combination were also examined.

Each technology change generated a different optimized

vehicle; the optimized gross weight was plotted for each

technology in figure 7. The effects of these changes in

technology will now be discussed.

For the folding tiltrotor, the most significant impact on the

gross weight was obtained by realizing a reduction in

vehicle structural weight. A decrease of 20% in the

vehicle structural weight resulted in a total gross weight
reduction of nearly 14%.

A listing of the other technologies, starting with the most

effective in reducing gross weight and continuing to the

least effective, follows: reduced drive system weight,

increasing engine power to weight, lower specific fuel

consumption, reduced parasite drag, and increased wing

drag divergence Mach number. The impact of these

technologies was to reduce vehicle gross weights from 5%

to 2%. In each advanced-technology case, vehicle gross

weight was decreased by direct component or fuel weight

savings coupled with the cascading effect of decreasing
gross weight.

Even though the advanced technologies affected the gross

weight significantly, the optimum vehicle design param-

eters never varied significantly from those of the current-

technology baseline. These optimum design parameters
were as follows: hover tip speed limited to 750 ft/sec,

13 lb/ft 2 disk loading, wing thickness ratios of 15%, wing

loadings around 82 lb/fi 2, forward wing sweep of 24 °, and
cruise altitudes of about 39,000 ft.

The last two advanced technologies examined, advanced

leading- and trailing-edge devices and the advanced-

technology proprotor, had no impact on the folding

tiltrotor design optimization. Using an advanced-

technology proprotor should provide minimal, if any,

improvement for a folding tiltrotor since so little time is

spent in hover and conversion for the civil mission. As in

the case of the tiltrotor, the application of advanced

leading- and trailing-edge devices that significantly help

the tiltwing in reconversion did not change the folding

tiltrotor's gross weight or vehicle design.

By using each of the advanced technologies in combina-

tion and re-optimizing, a gross weight reduction of 25%

was refilized. The results of this optimization, known as

the all-advanced-technology folding tiltrotor, will be
discussed in section 8.1.3.

7.5 Comparison

Inspection of the advanced-technology impacts for all
three configurations shown in figures 5-7 reveals two

major conclusions. First, the application of advanced

technologies promises very significant gross weight
savings for all high-speed rotorcraft of the future. Gross
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weightsavingsfortheall-advanced-technologyversions
ofthetiltrotor,tiltwing,andfoldingtihrotorvaryfrom
25%to55%.

Second,inorderof highesttolowestgrossweight
reductionfromtheapplicationofadvancedtechnologies
arethetiltwing,tiltrotor,andfinallythefoldingtiltrotor.
Thismeansthatthetiltwinggetsthemostbenefitfromthe
useoftheproposedadvancedtechnologies.Ontheother
hand,thisalsomeansthattheperformanceofthefuture
tiltwingisthemostdependentontheachievementofthe
advanced-technologygoals.

8. All-Advanced-Aircraft Results

The combination of all the advanced technologies

discussed were incorporated into each vehicle, and

VASCOMP was used to determine the optimum vehicle

design. The final design parameters chosen are shown in

table 6. Discussion of the design tradeoffs, geometry and

performance, weight, drag, and gross weight sensitivity of

these all-advanced-aircraft baseline configurations
follows.

8.1 Design Tradeoffs

8.1.1 Tiltrotor- The optimized tiltrotor with all the

advanced technologies applied weighs 29,441 lb. The

final design parameter values for the vehicle are:

Disk loading 21 lb/fi 2

Hover tip speed 742 ft/sec

Cruise tip speed 474 ft/sec

Wing loading 107 lb/ft 2

Wing t/c 0.19

Wing sweep 0°

Cruise altitude 24,800 ft

Detailed discussion of the design tradeoffs involved in the

optimum choice of the above design variables follows.

8.1.1.1 Disk loading: For lower disk loading than
the optimum 21 lb/ft 2, heavier vehicle designs result from

higher wing, proprotor system, drive system, and flight

control weights. With a lower disk loading, increased

proprotor-system, drive-system, and flight-control weights

result from the larger-diameter proprotor. Also, since the

proprotor size drives the wing span, lower disk loading

increases the wing span and thus increases wing aspect

ratio (for fixed-wing loading), driving the wing weight up.

The combination of all the above increasing weights
drives up the vehicle gross weight.

For disk loadings higher than 21 Ib/ft 2, operational

considerations limited "high" disk loadings from con-

sideration. When unconstrained optimizations were run,

the optimum disk loading went to 45 Ib/fi 2. All of the

above factors, which drove the vehicle weight heavier

with lower disk loading, drive the vehicle weight lighter

with higher disk loading. However, to avoid overturning

personnel in the proprotor downwash, a downwash limit

of 21 lb/ft 2 disk-loading constraint was imposed (ref. 24).

8.1.1.2 Hover tip speed: Lower hover tip speed than

the 742 ft/sec optimum gave rise to higher vehicle gross

weight through higher required proprotor blade, engine,

and drive system weights. The trail of cause and effect

begins with proprotor CT/6. In order to have sufficient

maneuverability, the proprotor CT/ff is limited to 0.125.

At a fixed CT/C, decreasing the hover tip speed increases

the proprotor CT, which forces higher blade solidity. This

higher blade solidity results in high proprotor blade

weight. Furthermore, since the tiltrotor uses the same

proprotor for both hover and cruise, the blade solidity

affects the cruise power. This increased solidity provides

more proprotor blade area than necessary, which leads to

lower cruise efficiencies and higher drive system torques.

Lower cruise efficiency leads to higher installed engine

power and weight; higher drive torques lead to higher

drive system weight. The heavier component weights

cause an increase in vehicle gross weight.

For higher hovertip speed than the optimum 742 ft/sec,

the dominant factors in increasing gross weight become

increasing proprotor hub weight and the cruise tip

speed/hover tip speed mismatch. First, the proprotor

hub weight is sized by the highest value of

(Proprotor rpm) 2 * (Power Required) in any of
three conditions: hover, conversion, and cruise. For the

tiltrotor, the hub is heavily sized by conversion. Since

conversion tip speed was set equal to hover tip speed for
this study, increasing the hover tip speed drives up the

proprotor rpm in conversion. This rpm increase leads to

higher proprotor hub weight and, ultimately, higher

vehicle gross weight.

Second, with high hover tip speed, the cruise tip
speed/laover tip speed mismatch plays a major role in

increasing vehicle gross weight. Through reduction by a

gearbox, hover tip speed is matched to the design engine

turbine speed. Thus, operating the rotor at lower tip

speeds, such as for cruise, forces the engine to operate

off of its design turbine speed; this results in two major
effects: an engine power dropoff and an increase in the

engine specific fuel consumption. VASCOMP models the

power loss as a quadratic dropoff with off-design turbine
speed. Thus, as we increase the hover tip speed while

leaving the cruise tip speed fixed, the available cruise
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powerlevelwill vary with the cruise tip speed/hover tip

speed mismatch--the greater the mismatch, the greater
the cruise power loss. Likewise, the higher the cruise tip

speed/hover tip speed mismatch, the worse the cruise

specific fuel consumption becomes, and the higher the

cruise segment fuel burn. The subsequent combination of

the higher cruise power, which sizes the engine, and the

higher cruise segment fuel burn, the most taxing segment

in terms of fuel required, results in heavier engine and

fuel weights and, subsequently, higher vehicle gross

weight.

8.1,1.3 Cruise tip speed: Lower cruise tip speed

than the optimum 474 ft/sec increases the gross weight

through higher drive system, engine, and fuel weights.

Lower cruise tip speed results in higher drive system

torques and a bigger mismatch in hover and cruise tip

speeds. Drive system weight increases with the higher

cruise torque levels. The quadratic power dropoff and

worse specific fuel consumption with a higher mismatch

in cruise tip speed and hover tip speed yield higher

required cruise engine power and cruise fuel flow and

thus higher engine and fuel weights. The combination of
higher drive system, engine, and fuel weight increases the

vehicle gross weight.

Higher cruise tip speed than 474 ft/sec results in higher

vehicle gross weight due to higher engine and wing

weights. First, at 450 knots, the proprotor airfoil is already

encountering significant compressibility drag. Thus, at

higher cruise tip speed, the compressibility drag increases

steeply and results in lower cruise efficiency. The lower

cruise efficiency requires higher installed engine power

and weight. Second, the wing weight required to avoid

whirl flutter is a strong function of cruise tip speed. This

forces higher wing weight as cruise tip speed is increased.

8.1.1,4 Wing loading: For lower wing loading than
the optimum 107 Ib/ft 2, the main reasons for increasing

gross weight were higher engine and drive system

weights. Lower wing loading increased the cruise drag

significantly, and since the engines and drive system are

sized for cruise, the extra drag ted to higher cruise power

and torque and thus high installed engine and drive

system weights.

For higher wing loading than the optimum, a higher wing

weight was responsible for increasing gross weight. This

fact is not intuitive and produces the paradox of smaller

wings with higher wing weights. The reason underlying

this paradox is the sizing of the wing for whirl flutter. The

aeroelastic whirl flutter problem is aggravated by a high

wing aspect ratio. Now, the tiltrotor wing aspect ratio is

determined by both wing span and wing chord. Wing span

is fixed by disk loading and the separation of the inboard

proprotor tips and is thus fixed for varying wing loading.

Wing chord, however, is directly determined by the wing

loading. Thus, as wing loading increases, the wing area

decreases and so does the wing chord. For the optimized

tiltrotor wing, the wing weight sizing for whirl flutter is a

stronger function of wing aspect ratio than it is for wing

area. This results in high wing loadings increasing the

wing aspect ratio, which, in turn, increases the wing

weight and therefore results in a higher vehicle gross

weight.

8.1.1.5 Wing t/c: For wing dc lower than the

optimum 0.19, vehicle gross weight increases due to

higher wing weight. Designed for whirl flutter, the wing

weight is sensitive to wing thickness, and the lower the

t/c, the higher the wing weight.

For higher than optimum wing t/c, higher engine and

drive system weights increase the vehicle gross weight.
Higher wing thickness leads to increased vehicle cruise

drag. The increased cruise drag is not, as one would

expect, due to compressibility drag (at 450 knots,

24,800 ft, 0.19 wing thickness keeps MDD above Mcruise

by 0.02), but rather increased wing profile drag, wing-

fuselage interference, and wing-nacelle interference drag.
(Interference drag was modeled to increase as (t/c) 3

(ref. 11).) The increased cruise drag leads to higher engine

power and drive system torque. These in turn lead to

higher engine and drive system weights and thus higher

vehicle gross weight.

8.1.1.6 Wing sweep: For nonzero wing sweep,

heavier wing weight leads to increased vehicle gross

weight. Since the wing is not operating into compres-
sibility drag divergence, wing sweep is only detrimental to

the vehicle gross weight. For a fixed wing span, the higher

the wing sweep, the higher the wing bending moments,

and the higher the wing weight. Higher wing weight

forces increased vehicle gross weight.

8.1.1.7 Cruise altitude: For lower than the 24,800-ft

optimum cruise altitude, vehicle gross weight increases

because of higher required drive system weights. The

lower altitude leads to higher cruise drag through
increased dynamic pressure. Higher cruise drag increased

the drive system torque, which in turn increased the drive

system weight. Finally, the higher drive system weights

led to higher gross weights.

Higher altitude than optimum increased the vehicle gross

weight because of two major factors: greater engine and

fuselage weights. First, as cruise altitude increases, the

local speed of sound, and thus local Mach number,
increases. This increase ]n local Mach number causes

higher compressibility drag for the proprotor and thus

lower proprotor efficiency. This lower proprotor effi-

ciency, combined with the effect of engine lapse with
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altitude,significantlydrivesuptheinstalledenginepower
requiredandenginecomponentweight.Higherengine
weightresultsinhighervehiclegrossweight.

Second,highercruisealtitudeyieldsheaviergrossweights
becauseof theeffectofincreasedfuselageweight.The
fuselageweightincreasesbecausethefuselagecabinis
requiredtobepressurizedtomaintainan8,000-ftpressure
level.Higheraltituderequireselevatedlevelsoffuselage
pressurizationandthusincreasedfuselageweight.Higher
fuselagecomponentweightincreasesthetotalvehicle
grossweight.

8.1.2Tiltwlng-The tiltwing with all the advanced

technologies applied weighs only 29,438 lb. The design

variables which produce this minimum gross weight are
listed below.

Disk loading 21 lb/ft 2

Hover tip speed 750 ft/sec

Cruise tip speed 440 ft/sec

Wing c/D 0.244 Ib/ft 2

Wing t/c 0.15

Engine, spanwise position 0.814

(2 * Yengine/wing span)

Cruise altitude 42,900 ft

Detailed discussion of the design tradeoffs involved in the

optimum choice of the above design variables will be

described in separate sections below.

8.1.2.1 Disk loading: The disk loading is con-
strained at the maximum downwash limit of 21 lb/ft 2.

Like the tiltrotor, the unconstrained optimum tiltwing disk
loading would be higher because of the resulting lower

proprotor system, drive system, flight control, and wing

weights.

8.1.2.2 Hover tip speed: For noise considerations,

the hover tip speed is constrained at the maximum

allowed 750-ft/sec tip speed. The optimum hover tip

speed is higher than this because of the connection

between hover tip speed and solidity for a fixed CT/O.

This connection was explained before for the tiltrotor.

In brief, higher hover tip speeds yield lower proprotor

solidity. This lower proprotor solidity generates higher

propeller efficiencies, which result in lower engine power

and drive torque. In turn, lower engine power and drive

torque result in lower engine and drive system weights

and thus gross weight.

8.1.2.3 Cruise tip speed: The optimum cruise tip

speed occurs ata sizing corner for wing weight. A sizing

corner is a design point where two or more constraints are

imposed at the same time. If the cruise tip speed is

reduced from the optimum, the wing is sized by cruise

bending moment. However, the reduction in tip speed

increases the transmission weight, and the gross weight

increases. If the cruise tip speed is increased from the

optimum, the wing is sized by whirl flutter, and the wing
weight increases faster than the transmission weight

decreases. Therefore, the overall gross weight increases if

the cruise tip speed is varied from the optimum.

8.1.2.4 Wing chord/propeller diameter (c/D): For

the current-technology wing, there is a tradeoff between

avoiding stall during reconversion and having a poor L/D

with an oversized wing. In the case of the all-advanced-

technology wing, however, the reconversion stall is not

critical. The optimum is a tradeoff between wing weight

and cruise drag. If the c/D ratio is decreased from the

optimum, the aspect ratio increases and the wing, now

sized by whirl flutter, increases rapidly in weight. If the

c/D ratio is increased from the optimum, the wing is sized

by bending moment, and the wing weight increases

because of size and increased gust load factor caused by

the reduction in wing loading. Also, the aircraft drag
increases because of the increased wetted area of the wing

and increased interference drag.

8.1.2.5 Wing t/c: The optimum wing t/c reflects a

tradeoff between wing weight and wing drag. If the

thickness is reduced from the optimum, the wing weight

increases because the spar depth is reduced. If the

thickness is increased from the optimum, the wing drag

form factor and interference drag increases, which in turn

increases the aircraft drag, engine size, and fuel consump-

tion. These increases in weight are greater than the

reduction in wing weight due to the increased spar depth.

8.1.2.6 Engine, spanwise position: The optimum

engine spanwise position is selected by a tradeoff between

wing sizing by bending and wing sizing by whirl flutter. If

the engine is inboard of the optimum, the bending relief

provided by the engine is decreased and the wing is

increasingly sized by bending moment. If the engine is

outboard of the optimum, the wing is sized by whirl
flutter. As mass is moved outboard, the torsional stiffness

is decreased, so the wing weight increases.

8.1.2.7 Cruise altitude: The optimum cruise altitude

is determined by a complicated tradeoff involving engine

weight, wing drag divergence, and cruise L/D. If the

cruise altitude is increased from the optimum, two things

happen which increase the weight. The first is that the

engine weight increases because of the lapse rate with

altitude even if the power required decreases. The second
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is that the cruise drag divergence Mach number decreases

because of increasing lift coefficient that results from

decreasing air density. Note that the cruise Mach number

does not increase at constant TAS above 36,000 ft (as it

did below 36,000 ft) because the temperature is constant

there. If the altitude is decreased from the optimum, the

L/D decreases due to higher drag from the increasing

dynamic pressure.

8.1.3 Folding tiltrotor- The optimized folding tiltrotor

weighs 36,337 lb. The final design parameter values for

the optimized vehicle are:

Disk loading i4 lb/ft 2

Hover tip speed 750 ft/sec

Wing loading 85 Ib/ft 2

Wing t/c 0.15

Wing sweep -20 °

Cruise altitude 41,000 ft

Discussion of the design tradeoffs involved in the

optimum design variable choices follows.

8.1.3.1 Disk loading: For lower disk loading than
the optimum 14 Ib/ft 2, higher gross weight results from

higher wing, proprotor, drive, and flight-control com-

ponent weights. First, higher aspect ratio increases the

wing weight. For a fixed wing area, lower disk loading

increases the required wing span and results in higher
aspect ratios. This higher aspect ratio increases the wing

weight because of a need to design for a higher gust load.

Since the folding tiltrotor wing is sized by cruise bending

moment, gust loading becomes the major factor in

determining the wing weight. Second, the proprotor

weight increases because of the larger proprotor that

results from lower disk loading. Last, given the larger

proprotor size, the drive system and flight control weight
necessary for the heavier proprotor increases. When these

higher component weights are incorporated into the

vehicle, the vehicle gross weight increases.

Increasing the disk loading higher than the 14-1b/ft 2

optimum increases vehicle gross weight through higher

engine weight. This engine weight increases because, for

a higher disk loading, the engine is sized by hover. Since

a smaller proprotor has lower thrust-to-power ratio, higher

disk loadings require higher engine powers to hover. This

higher engine power results in heavier engine weight and,

finally, higher vehicle gross weight.

8.1.3.2 Hover tip speed: Like the tiltwing, the

folding tiltrotor's optimum hover tip speed was limited by

the 750-ft/sec noise constraint. The optimum tip speed is
higher than the limit because of the beneficial effect

of lower blade solidity. As previously discussed in

section 8.1.1, a fixed CT/_ of 0.125 causes decreased

blade solidity for an increase in hover tip speed. This

lower blade solidity results in four separate component

weight reductions. First, smaller-solidity proprotor blades

weigh less. Second, the drive system required to drive the

smaller proprotor blades will weigh less. Third, the lower-

solidity proprotor will reduce the amount of folded-

proprotor surface immersed in the airstream. This results

in lower cruise drag, which leads to less powerful, lighter
engines and lower total fuel burned. The combination of

lighter proprotor, drive, engine, and fuel weights result in

lower vehicle gross weights for hover tip speeds higher

than 750 ft/sec. However, the critical factor of noise limits

the hover tip speed for the folding tiltrotor.

8.1.3.3 Wing loading: A wing loading lower than
the optimum 85 lb/ft 2 increases vehicle gross weight

primarily because of higher engine and drive system

weights. Lower wing loading translates to a larger wing
area for a given weight. A larger wing area results in

increased flat-plate drag area and a lower cruise L/D. This

increase in cruise drag leads to higher cruise power and

torque requirements. Since both the engine and transmis-

sion are sized for cruise, this leads to both heavier engines

and a heavier drive system required for the folding
tiltrotor. These two factors, along with increased structural

weights (wing and horizontal tail), lead to a trend of

increased vehicle weight as the wing loading decreases.

A higher wing loading than optimum causes a higher

vehicle gross weight through increased engine and wing

weights. For a fixed disk loading, a higher wing loading

leads to a smaller wing area and an increased aspect ratio.

First, smaller wing area leads to increased engine weight.

As a consequence of the smaller wing, the hover down-

load on the vehicle decreases and the speed necessary for

conversion increases. The engine power necessary to

convert increases and now becomes the engine sizing
condition. As a result, the engine system weight increases.

Second, the higher aspect ratio increases up the wing

weight. For a higher aspect ratio, the wing weight sizing

becomes dominated by whirl flutter. This requires more

structural stiffness in the wing and leads to increased wing

weight. Taken together, these engine and wing effects

lead to an increasing vehicle weight with increasing wing

loading.

8.1.3.4 Wing t/c: A wing t/c lower than 0.15

increases the vehicle gross weight through higher wing
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weight.Thinnerwingsresultinhigherbendingloadsand
thushigherrequiredwingweight.

Wingt/chigherthan0.15increasesvehiclegrossweight
fromthecombinationofhigherengineandfuelweights.
Threedragmechanismsincreasewithhighert/c:wing-
fuselageinterference,wing-nacelleinterference,andwing
profiledrag.Thus,highert/cleadstoincreasedcruise
drag.Thisincreasedcruisedragleadstoahigherengine
powerrequiredandahigherfuelburn.Finally,these
factorsleadtohigherengineandfuelweights.

8.1.3.5 Wing sweep: The 22 ° optimum wing sweep

results from a tradeoff involving wing weight. A lower

wing sweep increases the wing weight through a higher

gust load factor. A higher wing sweep increases the wing

weight through a higher structural span. In the middle, an

optimum wing sweep exists which minimizes the wing

weight and vehicle gross weight.

8.1.3.6 Cruise altitude: Lower cruise altitude than

the optimum 41,000 ft increases the gross weight because

of higher required fuel weights. As cruise altitude is

decreased, the dynamic pressure increases and leads to

higher cruise drag. The higher thrust required to overcome

the increased cruise drag results in higher fuel flow rate.

The higher fuel flow rate in cruise increases the total fuel

required for the mission, and, ultimately, this leads to

increasing vehicle gross weight.

Also, a higher cruise altitude than optimum leads to

higher vehicle gross weights, but due to increased engine

weight. At a higher altitude, the thrust loss due to engine

lapse rate increases the engine power required and, thus,

the engine weight. This effect cascades into a higher
vehicle gross weight.

8.2 Geometry and Performance

Three-view drawings of the vehicles in their respective

cruise configurations are shown in figures 8(a)-8(c).

The most visually striking differences among the three

vehicles are: (1) the stowed proprotor of the folding

tiltrotor as opposed to the operating proprotors of the

tiltrotor and tiltwing, (2) the zero wing sweep for the

tiltrotor and tiltwing, 22 ° of forward sweep for the folding

tiltrotor, and (3) the tiltwing wing extensions necessary

for alleviation of the reconversion stall problem.

Detailed performance data for the three configurations are
tabulated in table 7.

8.3 Weight

A detailed weight breakdown for all three vehicles is

tabulated in table 8. These results are also plotted in fig-

ure 9, which highlights the major weight differentiators.

The tiltrotor and tiltwing are the lightest vehicles, both

weighing about 29,400 lb, while the folding tiltrotor

weighs 36,300 lb.

A close look at figure 9 reveals that even though the

tiltrotor and tiltwing have similar gross weights, the

component weights show some significant differences.

With its larger wing and engines, the tiltwing has higher

wing and engine component weights than the tiltrotor.

The required wing is larger to avoid reconversion stall and

the required engine is larger due to engine lapse effects of

the high cruise altitude.

Conversely, the tiltrotor has higher proprotor weight,

flight control weight, and fuel weight than does the

tiltwing. The higher proprotor and flight control weights

derive from the assumption that the tiltrotor weights

follow historical helicopter articulated rotor weight trends.

The tiltwing proprotor and flight control component

weights are based on a database of tiltwing propeller and

control weights. Tiltwing propeller and their associated

control weights have been historically lower because of
the lack of cyclic control. In this study, the tiltwing uses a

geared flap-control system to avoid the necessity of cyclic

control. The higher fuel weight required for the tiltrotor

results from the higher dynamic pressures and thus drag

experienced at the lower cruise altitudes flown by the
tiltrotor.

The folding tiltrotor weighs about 7,000 lb more than

either the tiltrotor or the tiltwing. The two main reasons

for this significant weight difference are (1) the con-

vertible engine and (2) the heavy proprotor system and

flight controls. The first reason, the convertible engine,
increases the gross weight by being heavy and fuel

inefficient. For an equivalent power output, the

convertible engine is much heavier than a turboshaft

engine. Therefore, even though the engine power

required is the least (see table 7) for the folding

tiltrotor among the three concepts, the engine group

(engine wt + nacelle wt + installation wt) is the heaviest.

Moreover, this convertible engine is not only heavier, but
also less fuel efficient than a comparable turboshaft

engine. This results in higher required fuel weight.

The second reason is that the folding tiltrotor has the

heaviest proprotor and flight controls weights of the three

vehicles. This is not only because these proprotors have

the largest diameter, but they also have a 50% weight

penalty due to a required blade folding mechanism.
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8.4Drag

A detailedcruisedragbreakdownofthethreevehicles is

tabulated in table 9. These results are also plotted in

figure 10, highlighting the major drag differentiators.

In order of increasing fiat-plate drag area are the tiltrotor,

tiltwing, and folding tiltrotor with, respectively, 12.19,
15.87, and 18.23 ft 2 of fiat-plate drag area.

The tiltwing has a significantly higher fiat-plate drag area

than the tiltrotor for three main reasons. First, the wing,

sized to avoid reconversion stall, is larger than that of the

tiltrotor. Second, the larger tiltwing engine is housed in a

correspondingly larger nacelle. Finally, the higher cruise

altitude of the tiltwing produces significantly higher
induced drag. Since the dynamic pressure is lower, the

wing CL increases as does the induced drag.

The folding tiltrotor has the highest fiat-plate drag area of

the three. Its cruise drag is significantly affected by the

folded blades and by higher induced drag. The high

folded-blade cruise drag results from the large optimum

proprotor size. The higher induced drag results from a
combination of the high cruise altitudes similar to those of

the tiltwing (-40,000 ft) and a low wing aspect ratio
similar to that of the tiltrotor (-5.5).

For all three concepts, the wing compressibility drag is
very low or negligible. This is evidence that the optimizer

is manipulating design variables to avoid significant

compressibility drag. Since compressibility steeply

increases drag, a vehicle design entering this region of

the design space would result in a high gross weight.

8.5 Gross Weight Sensitivities

Since detailed design considerations may identify

additional limits on the optimized design parameters

discussed above, a sensitivity of the vehicle gross weight

to off-optimum design parameter choices is of interest.

For each of the advanced tiltrotor, tiltwing, and folding
tiltrotor, sensitivity of the vehicle gross weight to changes

in each of the design variables was studied. Sensitivity

plots of percent change in gross weight versus percent

change in design variable for the three concepts can be

found as figures 11-13. In each of the figures, line

segments are used to allow the reader to follow the design

parameter trends and not to represent the actual functions,

some of which are discontinuous in slope. Discussion of

these sensitivity results follows for each aircraft.

8.5.1 Tiitrotor- Figure 11 shows that the advanced

tiltrotor is very insensitive to changes in its optimized

design variables. Twenty percent increases and decreases

in the design hover tip speed, wing loading, wing t/c, and

cruise altitude all produce gross weight changes of less

than 1%. The most sensitive design variable is the

proprotor cruise tip speed, which still generates gross

weight increases of only 3.5% with a 20% change from its
optimum value.

8.5.2 Tiltwing- Figure 12 shows that the advanced

tiltwing gross weight is more sensitive to its design

variables than the advanced tiltrotor. Except for the

engine location, twenty percent changes in each design

variable produces gross weight changes of more than two

percent. The most sensitive design variables are the

proprotor cruise tip speed and cruise altitude which

generate increases in the gross weight of 4.1% and 5.1%,

respectively, with 20% changes from their optimum
values.

8.5.3 Folding tiltrotor- Figure 13 shows that the

advanced folding tiltrotor gross weight is the most

sensitive to design variable changes of any of the three

vehicles. The most sensitive design variables are the wing

loading and the cruise altitude, which generate increases

in the vehicle gross weight of 5.8% and 21.3%, respec-

tively, with 20% changes from their optimum values.

9. Disk Loading Trends

The previous optimization results have presumed the

requirement to avoid overturning ground personnel. Since
certain civil operations might allow a relaxation of these

requirements (e.g., restriciing ground personnel to

approach from a 90 ° or 270 ° azimuth), the effect of higher
disk loading limits on the gross weight of the tiitrotor and

tiltwing was studied. The results are shown in figure 14.

The results of optimizing the folding tiltrotor disk loading
were already reported in section 8.1.3.1.

Relaxing the 21-1b/ft 2 disk loading limit for the tiltrotor

results in a maximum weight savings of 1800 Ib for an

optimum 45-1b/ft 2 disk loading. Removing the disk

loading limit for the tiltwing results in a maximum weight
savings of 3000 lb for a higher 75-1b/ft 2 optimum disk

loading.

In both cases, the optimum disk loading resulted from a

tradeoff involving engine, wing, and drive weights. For
both 21-1b/ft 2 disk loading aircraft, each had an engine

that was heavily cruise-sized. Higher disk loading reduces

the cruise power and torque requirements as well as the

size of the wing, resulting in lower engine, drive, and

wing weights. As disk loading increases, however, the

hover power required increases. At some disk loading, the

hover power sizes the engine. For even higher disk

loadings, the engine weight increases as the hover power
increases. The optimum vehicle in both cases has a disk

loading where the hover-sized engine weight increase
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balancesthecorrespondingdecreaseinwinganddrive
weights.

Eventhoughbothaircraftexhibitanoptimumdisk
loadingforthesamereasons,thisdoesnotexplainthe
widediscrepancybetweentiltrotorandtiltwingoptimum
diskloadings:45lb/ft2and75Ib/ft2,respectively.This
discrepancyresultsfromtheirdifferentdownload
characteristics.Sincethetiltrotorhasafixedwing,it
experiencesasignificantdownloadduringhover(10%of
thegrossweightfora21-1b/ft2diskloadingcase).The
tiltwing,however,inclinesitswingparalleltothe
proprotorwake,therebygeneratingaverysmalldownload
equaltothewashedwingdrag(0.6%ofthegrossweight
forthe21-1b/ft2diskloadingcase).Thelightertiltwing
downloadincreasesthediskloadingatwhichrequired
hoverpowersurpassesthecruisepower;itthusincreases
theoptimumtiltwingdiskloadingoverthatofthe
tiltrotor.

I0. Speed Trends

10.1 Gross Weight vs. Cruise Speed

In order to study the effect of cruise speed on the weight

of the three configurations, the tiltrotor, tiltwing, and

folding tiltrotor were optimized for minimum gross
weight for cruise speeds varying from 350 to 475 knots.

The variation of gross weight with cruise speed for the

three configurations is plotted in figure 15.

Inspection of the figure reveals that the tiltrotor and

tiltwing have similar gross weights throughout the speed

range. For both vehicles, the gross weight increases

significantly with increasing cruise speed. The main factor

in this steadily increasing gross weight is the reduced
proprotor efficiency due to compressibility on the

proprotor with increasing forward speed.

Unlike the other concepts, the folding tiltrotor gross
weight stays relatively constant. Since the proprotor is

uncoupled from the cruise flight, the engine is sized for

a hover-cruise power match. For the speed range in

question, the engine was always sized by hover, not

cruise, so this major driver in the gross weight of the
vehicle stayed relatively constant, and thus so did the

gross weight.

Finally, inspection of the trends reveals that the tiltrotor

and tiltwing are significantly lighter than the folding

tiltrotor in the 350-475-knot cruise speed range examined.

Furthermore, the magnitude of the weight difference
decreases with increasing cruise speed such that all

three vehicles approach the same gross weight in the

475-500-knot speed range.

The main reason for the convergence of the gross weight

for the three concepts is a combination of the heavy

proprotors and convertible engine of the folding tiltrotor

with the inefficient proprotor of the tiltrotor and tiltwing.

At 350--475 knots, the folding tiltrotor weight is penalized

by its large and heavy 14-1b/ft 2 proprotors and by its

heavy and fuel-inefficient convertible engine. For speeds

increasing from 350 knots, the tiltrotor and tiltwing

weight approaches that of the folding tiltrotor due to the

worsening problem of proprotor compressibility.

10.2 Productivity vs. Cruise Speed

In addition to weight, one figure of merit frequently used

to measure overall vehicle efficiency is productivity. For

this study productivity was defined by:

Productivity = Payload * Block speed
Empty weight

All three advanced configurations were optimized for

maximum productivity for a range of cruise speeds of

350 to 475 knots. The results are shown in figure 16.

Both the tiltrotor and tiltwing yield similar productivity

trends with increasing cruise speed. For both configura-

tions, an optimum productivity of about 120 n. mi./hr

occurs near a cruise speed of 425 knots. For lower cruise

speeds, productivity is decreased by the lowering block

speeds. For higher cruise speeds, rapidly increasing

vehicle empty weight decreases the productivity. The

empty weight increase approximates the gross weight
increase found in the last section and occurs for the same

reasons (increasing proprotor compressibility leading to

higher cruise power required, leading to higher engine

weights, etc.).

For the cruise speed range examined, the folding-tiltrotor

productivity trend shows that the higher the cruise speed,

the higher the productivity. As with the gross weight, the

folding tiltrotor empty weight is approximately constant

throughout the 350-475-knot'speed range. Thus, the

increasing block speed with cruise speed becomes the

major factor in increasing productivity.

The magnitude of the folding tiltrotor productivity is

significantly lower than those of the tiltrotor or tiltwing

because of its higher empty weight. This higher empty
weight is primarily due to the heavy proprotor and

convertible engine previously discussed.
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10.3 Direct Operating Cost vs. Cruise Speed

Finally, direct operating cost was investigated as an

objective function. Direct operating cost is a frequently
used economic figure of merit to measure all costs

directly involved with the day-to-day operation of a

particular vehicle.

In order to calculate direct operating cost, the method of

reference 32 was incorporated into the VASCOMP

methodology. All three configurations were then

re-optimized for cruise speeds between 350 and 475 knots

with direct operating cost as the objective function. The

results are shown in figure 17.

As with the gross weight and productivity optimizations,

the tiltrotor and tiltwing showed the same trend, with an

optimum direct operating cost of 12.5 cents/(aircraft seat-

mile) at a cruise speed of 425 knots. Slower cruise speeds

increase the block time, which is a major factor in

increasing most aspects of the direct operating cost,

especially the calculation of crew, insurance, depreciation,
and interest costs. Higher cruise speeds increase the

engine cruise power, proprotor and drive system weights,

and fuel weight. These factors figure prominently in the

calculation of higher engine, dynamic system, and fuel
costs.

Unlike the other two configurations, the folding tiltrotor

exhibits direct operating costs that only keep decreasing
with increasing cruise speed. This trend results from a

combination of the decreasing block time and generally

constant engine power and vehicle component weights

as the cruise speed increases. Over the speed range

examined, the biggest factors in decreasing direct
operating cost were the crew, insurance, maintenance

burden, depreciation, and interest costs--all decreased by
diminishing block time.

11. Concluding Remarks

The results of this study have identified a number of

vehicle design trends involving future tiltrotors, tihwings,

and folding tiltrotors. If the advanced-technology goals

proposed are achieved, the following conclusions may be
made.

First, future low-downwash, high-speed proprotor-driven

aircraft will have payload ratios comparable with those of

current fixed-wing commercial aircraft. Currently, the

Embraer Brasilia 120 and Dornier 328, both 30-passenger

turboprops, have payload ratios (ratio of payload weight

to gross weight) around 0.20. Both the 450-knot tiltrotor

and tiltwing designs have similar payload ratios.

Second, the tiltrotor and tiltwing designs will be lighter
than that of the folding tiltrotor. The main reasons for this

are heavier and less fuel efficient convertible engine and

the large, low disk loading proprotor with its heavy blade-
folding mechanism.

By far the most sensitive to the advanced technologies is

the tiltwing. The combined effect of all of the advanced

technologies on the vehicle gross weight was a savings of
more than 50% from the current-technology design.

Future tiltrotor and folding tiltrotor designs were some-

what less sensitive than that of the tiltwing, but both saved

significant weight from the application of advanced

technologies--respective weight savings of 32%
and 25%.

The most promising advanced technology for the tiltrotor

and tiltwing is a high-efficiency proprotor. Avoiding the

use of a proprotor during cruise, the folding tiltrotor

achieves its highest weight savings from the application
of lightweight materials to its main structural members

(e.g., wing, fuselage, nacelle).

The sensitivity of the minimum vehicle gross weight to

off-optimum design variable choice ranged from sensitive
to very insensitive. In order of most to least sensitive were

the folding tiltrotor, tiltwing, and tiltrotor. The folding
tiltrotor gross weight increased as much as 21% for a

change in design variable of 20%, while the tiltrotor gross

weight increased less than 2% for 20% changes in most of

the design variables.

Finally, optimizing the three advanced configurations for

minimum gross weight, maximum productivity, and

minimum direct operating cost for cruise speeds of 350 to

475 knots showed interesting trends. For all three figures

of merit, there was no significant difference between the

tiltrotor and tiltwing results, but the folding tiltrotor

displayed higher gross weight and direct operating cost,

and lower productivity.

The gross weight optimizations resulted in a fiat trend for

the folding tiltrotor and progressively steeper gross weight

growth with speed for the tiltrotor and tiltwing. These

trends were driven mostly by the engine sizing. Uncou-
pling the proprotor from the cruise segment of the

mission, the folding tiltrotor's convertible engine was

sized by hover, and thus unaffected by the cruise speeds
in question. On the other hand, the tiltrotor and tiitwing

use their proprotor for high-speed propulsion and are

forced to compensate for the worsening proprotor
compressibility problem through higher installed engine

powers. Heavy proprotor and convertible engine weights

drive the higher overall gross weights of the folding
tiltrotor over those of the tiltrotor or tiltwing.
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Boththeproductivityanddirectoperatingcostsshow
similartrendsforthethreeconfigurations.Forthetiltrotor
andtiltwing,maximumproductivityandminimumdirect
operatingcostoccuratacruisespeedofabout425knots.
Lowercruisespeedsresultinhigherblocktimes,which
slightlydecreaseproductivityandincreasedirect
operatingcost.HighercruisespeedsincreasettCevehicle
componentweights,whichresultinlowerproductivity
andhigherdirectoperatingcost.Ontheotherhand,the
foldingtiltrotor,withcomponentweightsrelatively
independentofthecruisespeedsinvestigated,isonly
affectedbyblocktimedifferences.Theblocktimetrend
resultsinmonotonicallyincreasingproductivityand
decreasingdirectoperatingcostforthefoldingtihrotor.
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Table 1. Current-technology results: optimization results

Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

43,441 65,367 48,414Gross weight, Ib

Design variables
Disk loading, Ib/ft 2

Hover tip speed, ft/sec

Cruise tip speed, ft/sec

Wing loading, psf

Wing thickness/chord

Wing chord/propeller diameter

Quarter chord sweep, deg

Engine spanwise position

(2 * Yeng/wing span)
Cruise altitude, ft

21 21 13

750 750 750

410 403 N/A

137.5 51.4 81.7

0.169 0.14 0.150

0.191 0.335 0.210

0 0 -24.3

1.0 1.0 1.0

16,800 27,200 39,400

Table 2. Current-technology results: geometry and performance

Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Gross weight, Ib

Engine

Sizing condition

Maximum power, hp

Nacelle mean diameter, ft
Transmission

Sizing condition

Maximum torque, ft-lb

Proprotor

Disk loading, lb/ft 2
Diameter, ft

Solidity

Wing

Sizing condition

Wing loading, lb/ft 2

Planform area, ft 2

Span, ft

Aspect ratio
t/c

c/4 sweep, deg
c/D

Cruise conditions

Cruise L/D

Proprotor efficiency

43,441 65,367 48,414

Cruise Cruise Hover

19,051 38,529 12,987
5.8 7.0 5.3

Cruise Cruise Conversion

145,311 261,095 95,756

21 21 13

36.3 44.5 48.7

0.132 0.132 0.082

Whirl flutter Bending Bending
137.5 51.4 81.7

316 1272 592

45.6 85.3 58.0

6.58 5.72 5.68

0.17 0.14 0.15
0 0 -24.3

0.191 0.335 0.210

7.85 8.64 11.16

0.68 0.63 N/A
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Table 3. Current-technology results: weight breakdown

Weight, lb Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Structural weight 8,784 16,631 I 1,231
Wing 2,390 7,013 3,065

Horizontal tail 367 998 521

Vertical tail 298 449 336

Fuselage 3,240 3,972 3,679

Landing gear 1,303 1,961 1,452

Nacelle 1,186 2,238 2,177

Propulsion weight 12,435 22,546 15,953

Proprotor system 3,069 2,835 5,703

Blade wt/proprotor 472 671

Hub wt/proprotor 1,063 1,230

Blade fold/proprotor N/A 951

Drive system 5,569 12,830 4,211

Engine 2,636 4,973 4,839
Engine installation 369 696 677

Fuel system 792 1,212 523

Flight controls weight 3,448 3,599 4,903

Fixed equipment 4,800 4,800 4,800

Weight empty (WE/WG) 29,467 (0.68) 47,576 (0.73) 40,887
Fixed useful load 775 775 775

Payload 6,000 6,000 6,000

Fuel 7,199 11,016 4,752

Gross weight (WG) 43,441 65,367 48,414

(0.84)

Table 4. Current-technology results: cruise drag breakdown

Equivalent flat-plate area, ft2 Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Wing 3.01 10.27 5.13

Fuselage 2.97 2.97 2.97
Horizontal tail 0.91 3.35 1.49

Vertical tail 0.72 0.72 0.72

Engine nacelle 2.29 3.29 1.96
Interference

Wing-fuselage 0.23 0.61 0.32

Wing-nacelle 0.24 1.30 0.35
Folded blades N/A N/A 1.43

Miscellaneous 0.76 1.24 0.90

Total parasite drag 11.13 23.74 15.27

Induced drag 2.31 2.62 8.29

Compressibility drag 0.04 0.00 0.07

Total aircraft drag 13.48 26.36 23.63
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Table 5. Advanced technology baselines and goals

Discipline Advanced technology Baseline Performance goal

Proprotor aerodynamics

Wing and airframe

aerodynamics

Propulsion

Structures/materials

Advanced proprotor

Advanced leading and

trailing edge devices

Supercritical airfoil drag

divergence

Low parasite drag

Turboshaft engine sfc

Convertible engine sfc

Turboshaft engine

power/weight

Convertible engine

power/weight

Lightweight structural
materials

Lightweight drive system
materials

Cruise efficiency - 0.70

CLmax - 3.5 stall angle

of attack = 22 °

Early 80s supercritical

airfoil performance

Typical turboprop transport

aerodynamic efficiency

(mean skin friction

coefficient - 0.0042)

GLC38-TIM1 turboshaft

engine performance
GE38/CE4 convertible

engine performance
GLC38-T1M1 turboshaft

engine performance
GE38/CE4 convertible

engine performance

Early 70s metal
construction

Early 70s metal
construction

+0.07 effective rotor MDD

+0.5 CLmax +5 ° stall angle
of attack

+0.05 in wing MDD

-10% parasite drag

-20% sfc

-10% sfc

+40% power/wcight

+ 17% power/weight

-20% structuralweight

-20% drivesystem weight

Table 6. Advanced aircraft results: optimization results

Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

29,441 29,438 36,337Gross weight, lb
Design variables

Disk loading, Ib/ft 2

Hover tip speed, ft/sec

Cruise tip speed, ft/sec

Wing loading, psf

Wing thickness/chord

Wing chord/propeller diameter

Quarter chord sweep, deg

Engine spanwise position

(2 * Yeng/wing span)
Cruise altitude, ft

21 21 14

742 750 750
474 440

106.9 67.0 84.9

0.187 0.148 0.152

0.235 0.244 0.209

0.0 0.0 -20.2

1.0 0.814 1.0

24,800 42,900 41,000
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Table 7. Advanced aircraft results: vehicle performance

Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Gross weight, Ib 29,441 29,438 36,337
Engine

Sizing condition Cruise Cruise Hover/cruise

Maximum power, hp 13,643 19,764 10,310
Transmission

Sizing condition Cruise Cruise Conversion

Maximum torque, ft-lb 62,969 43,834 62,741
Proprotor

CTI_ 0.125 0.125 0.125

Wing

Sizing condition Whirl flutter Bending/whirl flutter Bending
Cruise conditions

Cruise L/D 7.78 12.48 11.42

Proprotor efficiency 0.77 0.77 N/A

Table 8. Advanced aircraft results: weight breakdown

Weight, lb Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Structural weight 5,551 7,338 7,160

Wing 1,192 2,363 1,698

Horizontal tail 232 265 303

Vertical tail 187 211 222

Fuselage 2,518 2,813 2,700
Landing gear 707 707 872

Nacelle 715 980 1,364

Propulsion weight 6,514 6,210 10,701

Proprotor system 1,977 1,253 4,119
Blade wt/proprotor 286 448

Hub wt/proprotor 703 925

Blade fold/proprotor N/A 687

Drive system 2,544 2,462 2,538

Engine 1,419 1,944 3,238
Engine installation 199 272 453

Fuel system 375 278 352

Flight controls weight 2,393 1,784 3,705
Fixed equipment 4,800 4,800 4,800

Weight empty (WE/WG) 19,258 (0.65) 20,132 (0.68) 26,366

Fixed useful load 775 775 775

Payload 6,000 6,000 6,000

Fuel 3,409 2,531 3,197

Gross weight 29,441 29,438 36,337

(0.73)
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Table 9. Advanced aircraft results: cruise drag breakdown

Equivalent flat-plate area, ft 2 Tiltrotor Tiltwing Folding tiltrotor

Wing 2.45 3.59 3.44

Fuselage 2.67 2.67 2.67
Horizontal tail 0.78 0.96 1.02

Vertical tail 0.65 0.65 0.65

Engine nacelle 1.79 2.10 1.61
Interference

Wing-fuselage 0.36 0.16 0.22

Wing-nacelle 0.38 0.34 0.24
Folded blades N/A N/A 0.97

Miscellaneous 0.66 0.74 0.73

Total parasite drag 9.74 11.20 11.54

Induced drag 2.45 4.42 7.67

Compressibility drag 0.001 0.25 0.03

Total aircraft drag 12.19 15.87 19.24

1,
Disk loading

increasing

Helicopters
Tiltrotors

Ducted fans

Tiltwings

Study goal:
(_) 450 knots, 21 Ib/ft 2

Figure l.

Maximum cruise speed --_

increasing

Historical disk loading vs. cruise speed trend.
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High-Speed Tiltwing (HSTW)

High-Speed Tiltrotor (HSTR)

Figure 2.

Folding Tiltrotor (FTR)

Study configurations.

k" 600 n mi -- I

ITM "

CON]" 6 deg 6 deg_ verl

Hover I I Hover1 min Payload = 30 pax (6000 Ib) 1 min

ISA+15°C ISA+15°C

10% Res fuel

Figure 3. Civil transport mission.
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INPUTS

• Vehicle geometric definitions
• Engine and propeller data
• Engine sizing cdteda

NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION

VASCOMP

OUTPUTS

• Detailed vehicle dimensions

• Engine rated power
• Mission gross weightI

• Subsytem weight trend coefficients |
• Vehicle aerodynamic characteristics II
• Mission profile data |

_Technology factors •

GEOMETRY

• Volumes
• Wetted areas

• Parametric scaling

• Subsystems weight breakdown
• Parasite drag breakdown
• Mission performance time history

• Reynolds number
• Profile & induced drag
• Drag divergence

PROPULSION

• Engine sizing
• Proprotor efficiency
• Engine perf scaling

MISSION

WEIGHTS

Regression
Boeing wing weight:

bend & torsional fre¢
sweep, jump takeoff

Figure 4. VASCOMP structure.
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FUSELAGE:

WING:

HORIZONTAL TAIL:

VERTICAL TAIL:

ENGINE NACELLE:

PROPROTOR:

0 5 10FT

Length, ft 59.3
Width, ft 7.8

Area, ft?- 275.5
Span, ft 39.2
c/4 Sweep 0.0
t/c 0.19

Area, ft2 94.2
Span, ft 19.4
Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Area, f_ 81.9
Span, ft 12.8
Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Length, ft 14.4
Mean Diameter, ft 5.4

Diameter, ft 29.9
Solidity 0.135

f_

Figure 8. Advanced aircraft results. (a) Tiltrotor geometry.
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FUSELAGE:

WING:

HORIZONTAL TAIL:

VERTICAL TAIL:

ENGINE NACELLE:

PROPROTOR:

0 5 10FT

Length, ft 59.3

Width, ft 7.8

Area, ft2 439.5

Span, ft 60.3

c/4 Sweep 0.0
t/c 0.15

Area, ft?. 117.6

Span, ft 21.7

Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Area, ft2 81.9

Span, ft 12.8

Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Length, ft 16.8
Mean Diameter, ft 5.9

Diameter, ft 29.9

Figure 8. Continued. (b) Tiltwing geometry.
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FUSELAGE:

WING:

HORIZONTAL TAIL:

VERTICAL TAIL:

ENGINE NACELLE:

PROPROTOR:

Length, ft 59.3
Width, ft 7.8

Area, ft2 428.1
Span, ft 50.2
c/4 Sweep -20.2
t/c 0.15

Area, ft2 125.8
Span, ft 22.4
Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Area, ft2 81.9
Span, ft 12.8
Moment Arm, ft 35.0

Length, ft 12.9
Mean Diameter, ft 5.0

Diameter, ft 40.9
Solidity 0.087

0 5 10FT

Figure 8. Concluded. (c) Folding tiltrotor geometry.
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